
L@@K WILLOWBROOK OPAL
Price: N/A (SOLD)
Sire: Beck Brow The Instigator
Dam: Willowbrook Double Trouble
Type: Female
Breed Type: Huacaya
Colour: Black (Solid Colour)
Registered With: Registered with the B.A.S.
Blood Lineage: Snowmass/BB On The Money/EPC
Date of Birth: 16th July 2023

L@@K WILLOWBROOK OPAL

Black (Solid Colour) - Huacaya

Beck Brow The Instigator

(Dark Brown (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

Willowbrook Double Trouble

(Dark Brown (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

Beck Brow On The Money

Beck Brow Seventh Heaven

Willowbrook High Five (Dark Brown)

Valley Alpacas Kirsh (Champion)

Timbertop CT Goldmine ET of Beck Brow

Bozedown Campari

Waradene St Patrick of EPC (Imp)

Bozedown Magic Charm

Valley Alpacas The Diplomat (Supreme

Champion)

Valley Alpacas Damson (Mid Brown)

Snowmass Sizlin Hot (Light Brown)

Willowbrook Chocolate (Dark Brown)

Description: 

Willowbrook Opal is a beautiful daughter of Beck Brow The Instigator. She comes from one of our most successful and
reliable family lines. This coloured line would not normally be offered for sale as we value the pedigree and quality so
highly within our own breeding program! (Bloodlines - Beck Brow On The Money, Snowmass, EPC, Bozedown,
Canchones, Accoyo Killawasi).

Opal is registered as black, but upon very recent inspection of her fleece, it appears it may be starting to grow through
as dark brown. Her dam did the same and is registered as a Bay Black, but upon first shearing her fleece came back a
uniform and consistent rich dark brown. It did not change again, and she kept the lovely black points!

Opal has a very correct, strong frame, with an exceptionally long, fine micron, exquisitely soft handling, and bright
fleece. She has very good coverage and a lovely head type and sweet temperament (another common trait of this line).

Opal’s grand dam is a Champion Brown daughter of Supreme Champion Valley Alpacas The Diplomat, who has not
produced anything less than show worthy cria, proving her pre-potency in producing the goods time and again (too
many to go through them all!). Opal’s dam Double Trouble is full sister to WB Molly Mischief who scored an impressive
83 points with her junior brown fleece at the Heart of England in 2020 to become brown colour Champion. She beat off



some very tough, well known opponents, in what was a particularly competitive year for fleece shows owing to COVID!
(see B.A.S. show results). She then went on to become Reserve Brown Champion of fleece with 82 points at the
National Show in 2021, and was 1st in halter as an adult at the NSS in 2023, demonstrating she is maintaining these
positive attributes.

Opal is a gorgeous young female, with proven coloured genetics on both sides of her pedigree, at an affordable price!

WILLOWBROOK OPAL

WILLOWBROOK OPAL

WB DOUBLE TROUBLE (DAM OF OPAL AT A SIMILAR AGE)


